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ncesses are dealt with in three contributions. A. Helbig treats
ably with the much neglected problem of intense rains as
they affect buildings and presents a new observational system. The special meteorological aspects of conservation methods for ships in dry dock are presented by U. Mueller. Some
new results on effects of meteorological elements on illumination, as required by producers of electric energy, are given
by A. Langner and E. v. Schoenermark.
I have reserved to the last two general articles by P.
Nitzschke dealing with the interaction of weather and industrial processes. They are essentially an introduction to
operations and systems analysis incorporating meteorological
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factors and elements of probability approach. Although some
work by Epstein and by McQuigg has gone deeper into
some of these aspects, Nitzschke's exposition and approach
have considerable appeal. Certainly these two and the already listed contribution on meteorological influences in
artificial silk production reflect notable sophistication.
As yet many of the typical problems of industrial meteorology remain undocumented. Moreover, original work
in this field is published in articles which are widely scattered through the literature. Although this volume presents
only a small sector of the field it is to be welcomed as a
good beginning.—H. E. Landsberg

news and nntes

New Illinois laboratory
A new Laboratory for Atmospheric Research has been established in the Graduate College of Engineering at the University of Illinois. Headed by Prof. Yoshimitsu Ogura, the Laboratory is working on the numerical simulation of atmospheric motions using computer modeling. The work of the
Laboratory will also center around the study of meso-scale
effects, including squall lines, hailstorms and tornados. The
dynamics of the upper atmosphere will be a third area of
research, with concentration on certain unexplained highaltitude weather conditions such as the two-year cycle of
equatorial prevailing winds from easterly to westerly and
the fairly rapid changes in temperature which occur at
higher latitudes. Laboratory scientists expect the clearer understanding of such atmospheric phenomena to lead to improved weather prediction; and if means can be found to
influence critical factors in the real systems, control of some
weather conditions eventually may be possible.
The head of the Laboratory, Dr. Ogura, joined the
University of Illinois from
the Ocean Research Institute of Japan, where he was
a professor of meteorology.
Dr. Ogura's research has focused upon isotropic turbulence and mathematical
modeling of
atmospheric
phenomena. He received his
B.A. and D.Sc. degrees from
the University of Tokyo,
where he also served as a research assistant until 1954. He
joined the research staff at the Johns Hopkins University and

three years later moved to MIT. In 1964 he returned to
Japan as professor of meteorology at the Ocean Research
Institute.
His publications include a book on atmospheric turbulence and numerous articles in both Japanese and American
journals. He is a member of Sigma Xi, the Royal Meteorological Society, and the Meteorological Society of Japan, and
was the first recipient of the Japan Meteorological Society
Award in 1954.

W M O discussions on regional requirements
Dr. Sidney Teweles of ESSA, chairman of the WMO Region
IV (North and Central America) Working Group on Regional
Requirements for Data and Facilities, led informal discussions with RRDF members from nine countries in Miami,
4-6 December 1969. Among the items discussed were increasing the number of ship reports in the tropics and improving
facsimile transmissions to the Caribbean and Central America. Based on the replies to questionnaires distributed by the
working group, detailed projections were prepared for
Region IV requirements for surface and upper-air observations, processed data, codes and telecommunications for the
period 1970-1974. Members of the working group also
drafted a number of recommendations regarding needed improvements in data acquisition and the adoption of codes
and communication plans for possible consideration by WMO
Regional Association IV at its Fifth Session to be held
this fall.
Other AMS members participating in the discussions were
D. H. Shideler and A. L. Sugg of Miami and T. M. Blackburn of ESSA.
(More news and notes on page 374)
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Thermal analysis of balloon-borne instrument
packages
(NCAR-TN-45, F. Kreith and J. C. Warren, National Center for Atmospheric Research, 1970, 26 pp., upon request
from Publications Department, NCAR, Boulder, Colo. 80302)
is a technical note by two NCAR scientists.

papers selected for presentation at the annual conferences,
as well as the Water resources newsletter. Original features
such as reviews, book lists, and announcements will be retained. The Water resources newsletter is also available separately at $3.00 for nonmembers.

The usefulness of climatic normals for plant zonation in Canada (SCAP-34.2, C. E. Ouellet, 1969, 14 pp., from Agrometeorology Section, Plant Research Institute, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa 3, Ont., Canada) reveals that the
geographic frequency distributions of normals for several
climatic variables can be used to advantage in plant zonation studies over a large territory. Variables include: monthly
mean of daily minimum temperatures of the coldest month,
monthly mean of daily maximum temperatures of the warmest month, mean frost-free period, and amount of rainfall
from June to November inclusive.

Weather economics (University of Wales, Aberystwyth, Memorandum No. 11, 1968, James A. Taylor, University College
of Wales, 1970, 126 pp., il., $8.00, from Pergamon Press,
above) is based on eight papers given at a symposium held
at the Welsh Plant Breeding Station near Aberystwyth on
13 March 1968 and the discussions they stimulated. It represents one of the first and most comprehensive attempts to
study weather hazards in economic terms, as applied both
to industrial and to agricultural land use.

Water resources bulletin (A. I. Kashef, North Carolina State
University, ed., bimonthly, $20.00 nonmembers, from American Water Resources Association, Box 434, 905 Fairview Ave.,
Urbana, 111. 61801) has been expanded, beginning with volume 6, to include not only submitted papers but also all

World survey of climatology, vol. 8: Climates of northern and
eastern Asia (Hidetoshi Arakawa, ed., 1969, 248 pp., il., $33.50,
from American Elsevier, above) is one of the two volumes of
the series dealing with the climates of Asia, exclusive of the
USSR. The chapters deal with individual countries and
cover China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and
Indonesia.

(Continued from news and notes, page 354)

New radar technique allows 3-D study
of storm winds
Dr. Roger Lhermitte, a physicist at the Environmental Science Services Administration's Wave Propagation Laboratory,
Boulder, Colo., has developed a new radar technique that for
the first time provides meteorologists with a practical means
of directly observing in three dimensions the swirling insides
of severe storms and other turbulent weather, and that he
expects will take Doppler radar to the limits of its meteorological capability.
The Lhermitte system consists of a high-speed digital computer and an array of portable Doppler radars, strategically
stationed for a multiple, simultaneous probe of the weather
phenomena under study. Development of the system had to
wait nearly ten years from its conception for the availability
of advanced computers capable of processing large volumes
of data in a reasonably short time. Dr. Lhermitte has worked
out a computer program that enables him to analyze the data
as fast, for example, as a thunderstorm evolves.
The great flow of data expected from the multiple Doppler
system should significantly improve the understanding and
prediction of atmospheric phenomena, especially severe
storms, and may eventually lead to a measure of control over
such storms. A dual-radar system has already been applied
to the study of thunderstorms in Colorado, forest fires in
Arizona, and Lake Erie snowstorms in western New York
state. By next summer Lhermitte hopes to be able to observe
sub-tropical convective storms and windfields and turbulence
in the lower 5000 ft of the atmosphere over the sea near
Florida.
Doppler radars have been used in meteorological research
for the past decade. Like conventional radars, they can lo-

cate storms, determine the general movement of storms, and
map out areas of precipitation within the clouds. The basic
difference between the radars is that Dopplers can measure
the radial velocity of windblown precipitation inside these
clouds—radial velocity being the speed with which the particles are moving directly toward or away from the antenna.
By combining radial velocities obtained with two or three
Doppler radars probing the same storm, meteorologists will
be able to work out the true velocity and direction of the
winds within the cloud. Lhermitte emphasized that "for the
first time in meteorological research we will be able to study
updrafts, downdrafts, convergence, divergence, and vortices
in a developing storm by actually observing them."
Doppler radar takes advantage of the fact that electromagnetic waves will change their frequency when they bounce
off a target that is moving toward or away from the antenna.
The radial velocity is measured in terms of the change of
frequency of the reflected wave. Because most of the targets
move diagonally with respect to the radar beam, it is difficult for a single Doppler radar to determine the true velocity and direction of the precipitation particles, since assumptions must be made about the character of the storm.
As long ago as 1960, Lhermitte felt that Doppler radar had
the capability of being a prolific source of then unavailable
wind and turbulence data. It was, in fact, this capability for
producing vast amounts of information that held back development of meteorological Doppler techniques. Processing
the data required high-speed digital computers that did not
exist at that time.
The progress in computers encouraged Lhermitte to design
a three-radar system that could observe radial velocities of
precipitation particles in the same volume of a thunderstorm
from three different directions. These data, rapidly processed,
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depict the development, internal wind fields, even hailstone
growth, and the death of convective thunderstorms, some
1800 of which are in progress at any instant around the
world.
Lhermitte's Doppler radars, two of them already built,
work on the pulse and range-gate principle. In their present form they observe simultaneously a series of 24 points
in range along each radar beam, thus providing radial velocity data for precipitation particles at 24 points from front
to rear of a storm. Every two seconds the antenna automatically shifts to a new direction and observes another 24 points.
Working under simultaneous digital control, the radars complete a total-volume scan in a few minutes, and by repetition
of the scan show the air circulation and structural dynamics
of the storm. This, Lhermitte says, is the whole point of his
work. Scientists studying convective storms in the past have
combined inadequate observations with unwarranted assumptions. With the three-radar system they will develop models
and theories almost entirely on the basis of observations.
Lhermitte is now developing a computer, for installation
directly in the radar, that will be capable of processing the
observations at several hundred points per second. This will
show the winds in a storm in ten or more times more detail
and almost in real time—a scan of an entire storm will take
less than a minute.

This diagram represents the observations of a Doppler
radar swath through the 1200-ft level of a 29 August 1969
storm near Boulder, Colo. The contours mark intensity of
precipitation within the storm. T h e arrows designate wind
direction, and arrow length marks the velocity of the wind
at its particular location in the cloud (see scale). Developed
at the ESSA Research Laboratories, the Doppler radar system makes similar observations at multiple cloud levels,
providing a three-dimensional view of the storm winds every
few minutes, and allowing scientists for the first time to
monitor the dynamics of storm development. (ESSA Illustration No. B-85493.)

Next summer using the two available Doppler radars and
digital computer capabilities at Boulder, Lhermitte expects
to have enough data to make the first conclusions about the
development, nature, and life of convective thunderstorms.
He feels also that this work will contribute significantly to
understanding convective processes in the tropical oceanic
belt and the vertical exchange of energy between the lower
and upper atmosphere. He calls the measurement of vertical
air motion the most important requirement in meteorology.
Other plans for future studies include joining a mountainwave study in Colorado to observe clear air turbulence, the
investigation of sea-air interactions off Florida, waterspouts
off the Florida keys, warm-front precipitation in England,
and hail suppression in Colorado.
Lhermitte says the three-Doppler system is too complex
and technologically advanced to be manufactured commercially at present. But he believes that in the next few years
it will generate new and valuable data that will help atmospheric scientists improve man's knowledge of weather. This
in turn will upgrade the meteorologist's ability to forecast
weather and lead to more effective weather modification.

Weather operations in Vietnam
While supporting the U. S. Seventh Air Force operations in
Vietnam, the 30th Weather Squadron is also assisting the
Vietnam Air Force in operating its first school to train
weather forecasters to staff and maintain its own services.
The first class of 34 noncommissioned officers graduated from
the VNAF school at Tan Son Nhut Air Base in February.
Equipment for the school was obtained by the 30th Weather
Squadron and the Air Force Advisory Group. Captains Harold C. Walker of Boston and John L. Moore of Eugene, Oreg.,
provided 158 hours of instruction in weather-oriented English
courses to the group. After having received formal instruction from USAF personnel, VNAF meteorologists, and civilian
experts from the Vietnamese Department of Meteorology, the
class stayed for additional orientation before being assigned
to VNAF stations throughout Vietnam for on-the-job training with experienced forecasters. The next class will include
25 officers and should bring the VNAF Weather Branch up
to strength except for some specialized areas such as maintenance.
In other activities, the 30th Weather Squadron nominated
its second detachment to compete for the Williams Award
which honors the best weather unit in the U. S. Air Force.
With three briefing units plus a jointly-operated representative observation site, a weather radar facility, and a combat
weather team to measure upper air winds at forward locations, Detachment Two supports a wide variety of missions.
It provides weather support for nearly 1100 sorties per day
by six different U. S. Army flying units, in addition to U. S.
Navy, Republic of Korea, Australian, Thailand and New
Zealand forces. In citing the unit, Lt. Col. Edward R. Dvorak
stated, "Mission profiles are as diverse as the aircraft which
fly them, and these activities call for a tremendous knowledge
on the part of Det. 2 forecasters. They must know the capability and weather sensitivity of a significantly larger and
more diversified number of aircraft than are normally supported by a base weather unit."
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UNDP technical assistance activities
The latest edition of

CURRICULA IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Academic Year 1969-1970
Colleges and Universities in
The United States and Canada

A completely new version of t h e 1967-68
study, this report presents survey results from
62 colleges in the United States and Canada
which have academic programs leading to
undergraduate a n d / o r graduate majors in the
atmospheric sciences or closely allied disciplines. T h e rapid development of new educational opportunities in this field is highlighted
by t h e inclusion of 10 additional schools over
those in the preceding report.
T h e survey includes information on academic and key research personnel, types of
degrees granted, course titles, titles and
authors of recent M.S. and P h . D . degree
theses and dissertations, t h e numbers of all
degrees granted over the past four years, a n d
descriptions of special facilities.
As another milestone in t h e Society's educational program, this report surveys a wealth
of hitherto unavailable information of value to
the entire meteorological community. Educators, guidance counselors, students and prospective students, t h e research specialist and
the operational meteorologist can all benefit
from this unique educational directory.

During the last quarter of 1969 a two-month interdisciplinary
survey of the countries in the Niger River basin (Niger, Mali,
Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Nigeria, Cameroon, and
Chad) was conducted in order to recommend measures for
an integrated development of the basin. The mission made an
inventory of resources and synthesized information on the
resources as a basis for comparison with proposed development plans in the short, medium, and long term. Priorities
were then set for implementing the development of the
basin. The WMO representative, M. Gilead of Israel, joined
the team of experts from other UN agencies and was responsible for studying the needs of each country and the
meteorological and hydrological activities which could best
help to develop these nations.
Technical assistance projects in seven countries were completed in the last quarter of 1969, while nine new expert
missions were begun. In addition, special fund projects of
the UNDP included the development of meteorological
services in Afghanistan, the installation of weather radar in
Barbados, and the creation of a flood forecasting system for
the Niger river basin.
A week-long regional training project for members of the
Asian and Southwest Pacific regions was conducted in
Colombo, Ceylon, and an extensive training project for six
Central American nations was begun in October 1969. Four
nations continued training projects under a special fund
from the UNDP. Fellowships were awarded to 48 students
for study in a wide variety of meteorological specialties; four
advanced study grants were made, and 20 long-term fellowships were granted.

Scripps' artificial island
The Regents of the University of California have approved
a proposal by Scripps Institution of Oceanography calling
for construction of an $18.6 million experimental inshore
oceanographic facility. In their approval, the Regents
stipulated that non-state funds would have to be used to
construct and operate the facility. Federal funds are not
presently committed to the project but are expected.
The new facilities, which will measure 200 ft by 300 ft with
a 2400 ft curved bridge to shore, will extend a half mile into
the Pacific Ocean off the Scripps campus in La Jolla as a
man-made island. An undersea laboratory is included in the
plans. Interdisciplinary studies will undertake a broad basic
program on problems of man and the sea. The basic
philosophy of the island design touches on two of the most
difficult problems in oceanographic research today: the
handling of men and equipment through the air-water
interface, or wave zone, and the handling of men and
equipment across the surf zone.

First decade of weather satellites
225 pages—price $4.00

Send order to:

American Meteorological Society
45 B e a c o n S t . , B o s t o n , M a s s . 02108

Ten years ago this April a new era in meteorology began
with the launching of the world's first weather satellite,
TIROS I (Television Infrared Observation Satellite) by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration from Cape
Canaveral (Cape Kennedy), Fla.
Since 1 April 1960, 23 meteorological satellites—10 TIROS,
four Nimbus, 9 ESSA, and one ITOS—have been placed in
orbit, returning nearly two million pictures of the Earth's
(news and notes continued on page 389)
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(Continued from news and notes, page 376)
cloud cover and other data for weather forecasting and research. In addition two Applications Technology Satellites
(ATS) carrying meteorological cameras have been placed in
geosynchronous orbit.
In a decade of progress, weather satellite technology has
advanced from the early spacecraft that viewed only 20 percent of the Earth each day to vehicles that continuously
photograph nearly half of the globe and instruments that
take soundings down through the atmosphere.
Today, satellite data are used routinely in weather forecasting by the Environmental Science Services Administration, which operates the National Operational Meteorological
Satellite System. In addition, the paths of ocean currents are
being tracked, geographic features are being detected, and
snow cover is being monitored for hydrological prediction.
Meteorologists got their first good look at the configurations of the atmosphere from the two TV cameras aboard
the TIROS I. The next seven TIROS were much like the
first, but with TIROS VIII a new camera system was introduced capable of transmitting cloud pictures to small, inexpensive ground stations rather than the large complexes
needed before. Called the Automatic Picture Transmission
system, this innovation made satellite weather information
available world-wide at a low cost, giving some nations their
first and only weather observation facilities.
With TIROS IX the cameras on the craft were repositioned to enable more of the Earth's surface to appear in the
photos; a polar orbit synchronized with the Sun provided
better illumination for the photographs. (For a complete
review of the TIROS program, see BULLETIN, 4 8 , 326-346.)
By February 1966 an operational version of the TIROS,
called ESSA I was launched, and a sister satellite was orbited
soon thereafter (BULLETIN, 47, 250). In the ESSA series two
satellites were needed to provide stored data over the entire
Earth for readout to central command/data acquisition stations and instant APT weather photographs for immediate
transmission to ground stations. The countless hours of
manual processing which hampered previous assimilation of
data were eliminated by superimposing geographical information on the pictures as they were received at the National Environmental Satellite Center.
While TIROS was evolving into an operational system,
NASA continued to experiment with advanced meteorological
satellites. The Nimbus series, begun in 1964, enabled detection of nighttime cloud cover through the use of a highresolution infrared instrument (HRIR). Refinements in the
power system and attitude control systems were also introduced.
The most important breakthrough in meteorological satellite observations came last year with the Nimbus III experiments. These have enabled scientists to gather quantitative measurements through the column of atmosphere
beneath the spacecraft. The Satellite Infrared Spectrometer
(SIRS) and Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS)
have provided meteorologists with information on vertical
temperature gradients in the atmosphere, from which other
meteorological indicators can be derived. This information
correlates well with balloon soundings and provides coverage
on a global basis rather than by spot checks of the atmosphere. This Nimbus also tested a system for locating and
gathering information from air, sea, and surface stations
( B U L L E T I N , 50, 5 0 1 ) . The latest Nimbus, launched this month,
includes with these previous systems instruments to measure

Weather satellite scoreboard1
Satellite

Launch date

Useful life
(days)

Pictures
transmitted

TIROS-1
TIROS-2
TIROS-3
TIROS-4
TIROS-5
TIROS-6
TIROS-7
TIROS-8
TIROS-9
TIROS-IO
ESSA-1
ESSA-2 (APT)
ESSA-3 (AVCS)
ESSA-4 (APT)
ESSA-5 (AVCS)
ESSA-6 (APT)
ESSA-7 (AVCS)
ESSA-8 (APT)
ESSA-9 (AVCS)
NIMBUS-1
NIMBUS-2
ATS-1
ATS-3
NIMBUS-3
ITOS-1

4/1/60
11/23/60
7/12/61
2/8/62
6/19/62
6/19/63
12/21/63
12/21/63
1/22/65
7/1/65
2/3/66
2/28/66
10/2/66
1/26/67
4/20/67
11/10/67
8/16/68
12/15/68
2/26/69
8/28/64
5/15/66
12/7/66
11/5/67
4/14/69
1/17/70

89
376
230
161
321
389
1,809
1,287
1,238
730
861
1,461*
241
110
1,037*
725*
338
440*
367*
27
978
1.179*
846*
320
36*

22,952
36,156
35,033
32,593
58,226
68,557
125,331
102,463
88,892
79,874
111,144
125,288*
92,076
27,129
86,715*
64,154*
39,953
43,174*
50,813*
27,000
210,000
9,000*
9,000*
150,000*
5,000*

1

As of 28 February 1970. Nimbus IV was launched 8 April.
* Still operating.

ozone and water as well as sensors to record temperatures
from cloud top to a distance of 40 mi (64.4 km) out.
With the launching of the Applications Technology Satellite ATS I in 1966, meteorologists were able to watch weather
conditions over one area of the Earth continuously. ATS I
still hangs poised 22,300 mi (35,730 km) above the equator
in the Pacific, photographing cloud patterns every 20 minutes to reveal changes ( B U L L E T I N , 4 7 , 1011). The Spin Scan
Cloud Camera on ATS III provides color photos of the
Earth's atmosphere above the mouth of the Amazon to give
further insight into changing patterns of circulation and to
help in estimating cloud-top heights ( B U L L E T I N , 4 9 , 74-83).
These experimental craft are the forerunners of an operational system envisioned by ESSA in which two or more
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES)
and a single polar orbiting spacecraft will provide continuous
picture coverage and atmospheric soundings of the entire
Earth.
The second generation of operational satellites began
with the launching earlier this year of ITOS I ( B U L L E T I N , 5 1 ,
257). For the first time APT and global picture storage
facilities are mounted in one vehicle. Nighttime cloud pictures are being transmitted by this operational satellite, incorporating the advance of the Nimbus series. Cloud-top
and surface temperature sensors are also returning valuable
data.
Since 1 April 1960, meteorologists have steadily expanded
the operational uses for satellite data, learning to extract
from the pictures estimates of atmospheric moisture, pressure, and wind that can be used in computer forecasting.
Future meteorological satellites will provide even more reliable data, as the definition of information needs and the
capabilities of the instruments become even more refined.
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